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The Cambridge Introduction to Contemporary American Fiction explores fiction written over the last thirty years. It addresses the
profound political, historical, and cultural changes that have distinguished the contemporary period. Focusing on both established
and emerging writers, with chapters devoted to the American historical novel, regional realism, the American political novel, the
end of the Cold War and globalization, 9/11, borderlands and border identities, race, and the legacy of postmodern aesthetics, this
Introduction locates contemporary American fiction at the intersection of a specific time and traditions. In the process, it
investigates the entire concept of what constitutes an 'American' author while exploring the vexed, yet resilient, nature of what the
concept of home has come to signify in so much of today's fiction. This wide-ranging study will be invaluable to students and
tutors.
Fiction, poetry, & drama.
The first book to treat crime fiction in its full global, intercultural, and plurilingual dimensions, taking the genre seriously as a
participant in the international sphere of world literature.
Designed for courses taught at the introductory level in Canadian universities and colleges, this new anthology provides a rich
selection of literary texts. In each genre the anthology includes a vibrant mix of classic and contemporary works. Each work is
accompanied by an author biography and by explanatory notes, and each genre is prefaced by a substantial introduction.
Pedagogically current and uncommon in its breadth of representation, The Broadview Introduction to Literature invites students
into the world of literary study in a truly distinctive way. The short fiction volume of The Broadview Introduction to Literature gathers
39 important short stories from Edgar Allan Poe to Sherman Alexie. Examples of microfiction, illustrated fiction, and formally
innovative stories are included along with classics of the genre.
This bestselling anthology includes sixty-five superlative short stories, blending classic works and contemporary selections. Written
by noted poets X.J. Kennedy and Dana Gioia, the text reflects the authors' wit and contagious enthusiasm for their subject.
Informative, accessible apparatus presents readable discussions of the literary devices, illustrated by apt works, and supported by
interludes with the anthologized writers. This edition features 10 new stories, three masterwork casebooks, revised and expanded
chapters on writing, and a new design.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
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previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- The smallest and most economical member of the Kennedy/Gioia family, Backpack Literature is a brief paperback
version of the discipline's most popular introduction to literature anthology. Like its bigger, bestselling predecessors, Backpack
Literature features the authors' collective poetic voice which brings personal warmth and a human perspective to the discussion of
literature, adding to students' interest in the readings. New selections have been added including four new one-act plays to help
"ease" students into the study of this genre. The new plays include two comedies-- David Ives's, Sure Thing and Jane Martin's
Beauty--as well as Terrence McNally's poignant Andre's Mother and Edward Bok Lee's experimental drama El Santo Americano.
"Fiction 9/e," is a collection of short stories65 in allwhich offers a wide ranging view of classic and contemporary writers. An
introduction to a balance of contemporary and classic stories. Casebooks offer in-depth look at an author or clusters of works, for
example "Edgar Allen Poe." Authors Joe Kennedy and Dana Gioia provide inviting and illuminating introductions to the authors
included and to the elements of fiction. Coverage of writing about literature is also included. For interested in learning more about
fiction.
Science fiction (SF) has existed as a popular genre for around 150 years. This book offers a survey of the genre from nineteenthcentury pioneers to contemporary authors, introducing the plural versions of early SF across the world, before examining the
emergence of the 'scientific romance' in the 1880s and 1890s. The 'Golden Age' of writers' expansive SF pulp was concentrated in
the 1930s, consolidated by best-selling writers like Isaac Asimov and Robert Heinlein. The contributors to this volume also track
the increasingly diverse forms SF took from the 1950s onwards. Leading international scholars, writing in an accessible style,
consider SF as a 'world' literature, referencing works from diverse traditions in Latin America, Europe, Russia and the Far East.
This book combines discussion of central figures of the tradition with a new global reach.
Desire and Domestic Fiction argues that far from being removed from historical events, novels by writers from Richardson to Woolf
were themselves agents of the rise of the middle class. Drawing on texts that range from 18th-century female conduct books and
contract theory to modern psychoanalytic case histories and theories of reading, Armstrong shows that the emergence of a
particular form of female subjectivity capable of reigning over the household paved the way for the establishment of institutions
which today are accepted centers of political power. Neither passive subjects nor embattled rebels, the middle-class women who
were authors and subjects of the major tradition of British fiction were among the forgers of a new form of power that worked in,
and through, their writing to replace prevailing notions of "identity" with a gender-determined subjectivity. Examining the works of
such novelists as Samuel Richardson, Jane Austen, and the Bront?s, she reveals the ways in which these authors rewrite the
domestic practices and sexual relations of the past to create the historical context through which modern institutional power would
seem not only natural but also humane, and therefore to be desired.
Originally published in 1984, Reading the Romance challenges popular (and often demeaning) myths about why romantic fiction,
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one of publishing's most lucrative categories, captivates millions of women readers. Among those who have disparaged romance
reading are feminists, literary critics, and theorists of mass culture. They claim that romances enforce the woman reader's
dependence on men and acceptance of the repressive ideology purveyed by popular culture. Radway questions such claims,
arguing that critical attention "must shift from the text itself, taken in isolation, to the complex social event of reading." She
examines that event, from the complicated business of publishing and distribution to the individual reader's engagement with the
text. Radway's provocative approach combines reader-response criticism with anthropology and feminist psychology. Asking
readers themselves to explore their reading motives, habits, and rewards, she conducted interviews in a midwestern town with
forty-two romance readers whom she met through Dorothy Evans, a chain bookstore employee who has earned a reputation as an
expert on romantic fiction. Evans defends her customers' choice of entertainment; reading romances, she tells Radway, is no more
harmful than watching sports on television. "We read books so we won't cry" is the poignant explanation one woman offers for her
reading habit. Indeed, Radway found that while the women she studied devote themselves to nurturing their families, these wives
and mothers receive insufficient devotion or nurturance in return. In romances the women find not only escape from the
demanding and often tiresome routines of their lives but also a hero who supplies the tenderness and admiring attention that they
have learned not to expect. The heroines admired by Radway's group defy the expected stereotypes; they are strong,
independent, and intelligent. That such characters often find themselves to be victims of male aggression and almost always
resign themselves to accepting conventional roles in life has less to do, Radway argues, with the women readers' fantasies and
choices than with their need to deal with a fear of masculine dominance. These romance readers resent not only the limited
choices in their own lives but the patronizing atitude that men especially express toward their reading tastes. In fact, women read
romances both to protest and to escape temporarily the narrowly defined role prescribed for them by a patriarchal culture.
Paradoxically, the books that they read make conventional roles for women seem desirable. It is this complex relationship between
culture, text, and woman reader that Radway urges feminists to address. Romance readers, she argues, should be encouraged to
deliver their protests in the arena of actual social relations rather than to act them out in the solitude of the imagination. In a new
introduction, Janice Radway places the book within the context of current scholarship and offers both an explanation and critique
of the study's limitations.
An enriching introduction to the diverse and exciting world of literature, this anthology offers a broad collection of short fiction,
poetry, drama and nonfiction selections written by a diverse group of writers who represent different social classes, races,
genders, cultures, and sexual orientations.Organizes selections around five socially relevant themes–Growing Up and Growing
Older; Women and Men; Money and Work; Peace and War; and Varieties of Protest. Shows how literary technique serves larger
purposes–the recreation of experience, the exploration of ideas, the analysis of social issues–and how these larger purposes
themselves shape literary form. Explains the ways in which literary form creates meaning, and provides a strong emphasis on
writing about literature throughout, with a full chapter on all stages of the writing process –generating ideas, developing a thesis,
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discovering a form, drafting, revising, and editing–plus numerous excerpts from sample papers and journals.
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a
stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in 1954,
Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William Golding’s
compelling story about a group of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an allegory, a myth,
a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as one of
the indisputable classics of the twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics Graphic Deluxe Edition features an
array of special features to supplement the novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an essay
by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler,
and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than
seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Gathers examples of literature from Shakespeare to August Wilson, Leo Tolstoy to Amy Tan, and William Blake to Derek Walcott
In 1958, Ayn Rand, already the world-famous author of such bestselling books as Atlas Shrugged and The Fountainhead, gave a
private series of extemporaneous lectures in her own living room on the art of fiction. Tore Boeckmann and Leonard Peikoff for the
first time now bring readers the edited transcript of these exciting personal statements. The Art of Fiction offers invaluable lessons,
in which Rand analyzes the four essential elements of fiction: theme, plot, characterization, and style. She demonstrates her ideas
by dissecting her best-known works, as well as those of other famous authors, such as Thomas Wolfe, Sinclair Lewis, and Victor
Hugo. An historic accomplishment, this compendium will be a unique and fascinating resource for both writers and readers of
fiction.
An enriching introduction to the diverse and exciting world of literature, this anthology offers a broad collection of short fiction, poetry, drama
and nonfiction selections written by a diverse group of writers who represent different social classes, races, genders, cultures, and sexual
orientations. Organizes selections around five socially relevant themes—Growing Up and Growing Older; Women and Men; Money and Work;
Peace and War; and Varieties of Protest. Shows how literary technique serves larger purposes—the recreation of experience, the exploration
of ideas, the analysis of social issues—and how these larger purposes themselves shape literary form. Explains the ways in which literary form
creates meaning, and provides a strong emphasis on writing about literature throughout, with a full chapter on all stages of the writing
process —generating ideas, developing a thesis, discovering a form, drafting, revising, and editing—plus numerous excerpts from sample
papers and journals. Now contains 42 new works, with more by Native American and Latino/Latina writers, as well as Bertolt Brecht's play
Mother Courage and Shakespeare's Othello; also includes 18 works of nonfiction prose that have been chosen both for their literary
technique as well as for their exploration of the five major themes.
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Literature, Interactive Edition comes automatically with MyLiteratureLab, Longman's multimedia website. MyLiteratureLab icons are found in
the margins of the text along with a list of media assets at the front of the anthology. The material is presented in a newly revised, easier to
study format and inlcudes MLA’s latest guidelines. Conversations between Dana Gioia and celebrated fiction writer Amy Tan, current U. S.
Poet Laureate Kay Ryan, and contemporary playwright David Ives, offer students an insider’s look into the importance of reading to three
contemporary writers. A Latin American Writers casebook is new to Fiction and collects some of the finest authors from the region including
Octavia Paz, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Ines Arendondo. A casebook on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “Young Goodman Brown” is now
featured as part of the Three Stories In-depth chapter. Many new writers have been added including Naguib Mahfouz, Virginia Woolf,
Sherman Alexie, Mary Oliver, Bettie Sellers, and Anne Deavere Smith. As always, editors X. J. Kennedy and Dana Gioia bring personal
warmth and a human perspective to theEleventh Editionof this comprehensive anthology.
With its 53 fiction readings, 314 poems and 14 plays, [This book] provides students with a grounding in the traditional canon that is a vital part
of our literary heritage, while at the same time presenting the diverse voices that are an essential part of our cultural record and an exciting
force in contemporary literature. Unlike other introductory texts, [this book] links the traditional elements of literature to the everyday culture
students already know well. [The book] introduce[s] elements using everyday images, inviting students to draw the connections between
them. The chapter on plot, for example, begins with storyboards form a television commercial; word choice, word-order, and tone, which a
collection of personal ads; setting and staging with street murals. By showing that even pop culture uses the elements of the literature they
study in class, [the book] helps students realize that the literary concepts simply reflect ideas that we all encounter in our daily lives, and that
literature itself is simply a reflection of human experience.-Back cover.
"An anthology of readings in fiction, poetry, and drama genres. Includes questions and exercises. Includes end of chapter terms to review.
Writing coverage includes how to write research papers and MLA style"-Provides clear and concise explanations of English grammar, including a review of common grammatical and stylistic errors, a list of
commonly misspelled words, and guidelines for punctuation and capitalization.
This concise and highly accessible textbook outlines the principles and techniques of storytelling. It is intended as a high-school and collegelevel introduction to the central concepts of narrative theory – concepts that will aid students in developing their competence not only in
analysing and interpreting short stories and novels, but also in writing them. This textbook prioritises clarity over intricacy of theory, equipping
its readers with the necessary tools to embark on further study of literature, literary theory and creative writing. Building on a ‘semiotic model
of narrative,’ it is structured around the key elements of narratological theory, with chapters on plot, setting, characterisation, and narration,
as well as on language and theme – elements which are underrepresented in existing textbooks on narrative theory. The chapter on
language constitutes essential reading for those students unfamiliar with rhetoric, while the chapter on theme draws together significant
perspectives from contemporary critical theory (including feminism and postcolonialism). This textbook is engaging and easily navigable, with
key concepts highlighted and clearly explained, both in the text and in a full glossary located at the end of the book. Throughout the textbook
the reader is aided by diagrams, images, quotes from prominent theorists, and instructive examples from classical and popular short stories
and novels (such as Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Franz Kafka’s ‘The Metamorphosis,’ J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter, or
Dostoyevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, amongst many others). Prose Fiction: An Introduction to the Semiotics of Narrative can either be
incorporated as the main textbook into a wider syllabus on narrative theory and creative writing, or it can be used as a supplementary
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reference book for readers interested in narrative fiction. The textbook is a must-read for beginning students of narratology, especially those
with no or limited prior experience in this area. It is of especial relevance to English and Humanities major students in Asia, for whom it was
conceived and written.
To many writers of the early twentieth century, modernism meant not only the reshaping or abandonment of tradition but also an interest in
psychology and in new concepts of space, time, art, and language. Randall Stevenson's important new analysis of the genre presents a lucid,
comprehensive introduction to modernist fiction, covering a wide range of writers and works. Drawing on narrative theory and cultural history,
Stevenson offers fresh insights into the work of such important modernists as Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Ford Madox Ford, D.H.
Lawrence, Wyndham Lewis, Dorothy Richardson, May Sinclair, Virginia Woolf, and James Joyce. In addition he discusses the work of Marcel
Proust, an important figure in the development of modernism in Europe. This illuminating book places the new imagination of the modernist
age in its historical context and looks at how and why the pressures of early twentieth century life led to the development of this distinctive
and influential literary form. This accessible account of modernism, modernity, and the novel will be welcomed by students, scholars, and
general readers alike.

The Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction covers British and American crime fiction from the eighteenth century to the
end of the twentieth. As well as discussing the detective fiction of writers like Arthur Conan Doyle, Agatha Christie and
Raymond Chandler, it considers other kinds of fiction where crime plays a substantial part, such as the thriller and spy
fiction. It also includes chapters on the treatment of crime in eighteenth-century literature, French and Victorian fiction,
women and black detectives, crime on film and TV, police fiction and postmodernist uses of the detective form. The
collection, by an international team of established specialists, offers students invaluable reference material including a
chronology and guides to further reading. The volume aims to ensure that its readers will be grounded in the history of
crime fiction and its critical reception.
This book is based on the belief that deep subject knowledge of language and literature provides a foundation for
effective teaching and learning. It provides a comprehensive guide to the range of genres and characteristic features of
English language fiction written for children. It will help readers to: o develop their understanding of literature within
social, cultural and political reading practices o extend their knowledge of language features and conventions of different
genres o develop skills in analytical and critical reading. The scope of the first edition has been expanded from solely
fiction to cover a range of contemporary literature, including poetry, plays and picture books. The case study material,
investigative activities and practical exercises promote an active approach to learning. The second edition focuses on a
range of fiction relevant to the National Curriculum for England and the National Literacy Strategy. It provides examples
from a range of world literature written in English. Examples from work in translation are also included. It also addresses
the requirements of the primary curriculum for ITT English. This book is essential reading for student teachers on PGCE,
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and undergraduate teacher education courses, and for teachers undertaking CPD in English, literacy or children's
literature. It provides useful support material for language coordinators, SCITT coordinators and literacy consultants.
Postmodern fiction presents a challenge to the reader: instead of enjoying it passively, the reader has to work to
understand its meanings, to think about what fiction is, and to question their own responses. Yet this very challenge
makes postmodern writing so much fun to read and rewarding to study. Unlike most introductions to postmodernism and
fiction, this book places the emphasis on literature rather than theory. It introduces the most prominent British and
American novelists associated with postmodernism, from the 'pioneers', Beckett, Borges and Burroughs, to important
post-war writers such as Pynchon, Carter, Atwood, Morrison, Gibson, Auster, DeLillo, and Ellis. Designed for students
and clearly written, this Introduction explains the preoccupations, styles and techniques that unite postmodern authors.
Their work is characterized by a self-reflexive acknowledgement of its status as fiction, and by the various ways in which
it challenges readers to question common-sense and commonplace assumptions about literature.
W. E. B. Du Bois was the pre-eminent African American intellectual of the twentieth century. As a pioneering historian,
sociologist and civil rights activist, and as a novelist and autobiographer, he made the problem of race central to an
understanding of the United States within both national and transnational contexts; his masterwork The Souls of Black
Folk (1903) is today among the most widely read and most often quoted works of American literature. This Companion
presents ten specially commissioned essays by an international team of scholars which explore key aspects of Du Bois's
work. The book offers students a critical introduction to Du Bois, as well as opening new pathways into the further study
of his remarkable career. It will be of interest to all those working in African American studies, American literature, and
American studies generally.
Kennedy/Gioia'sAn Introduction to Fiction, 10econtinues to inspire readers and writers with a rich collection of fiction and
engaging insights on reading, analyzing, and writing about stories. This bestselling anthology includes sixty-six
superlative short stories, blending classic works and contemporary selections. Written by noted poets X.J. Kennedy and
Dana Gioia, the text reflects the authors' wit and contagious enthusiasm for their subject. Informative, accessible
apparatus presents readable discussions of the literary devices, illustrated by apt works, and supported by interludes with
the anthologized writers. This edition features 11 new stories, three new masterwork casebooks, extensively revised and
expanded chapters on writing, and a fresh new design. New students of fiction.
An Introduction to Literary Studies provides the beginner with an accessible and comprehensive survey of literature.
Systematically taking in theory, genre and literary history, Klarer provides easy to understand descriptions of a variety of
approaches to texts. This invaluable guide includes sections on: fiction poetry drama film covering: a range of theoretical
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approaches an extensive glossary of major literary and cinematic terms guidelines for writing research papers.
" NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf
version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value; this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before
purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. " "For introductory courses in Literature. " " "Thisversionof "
"Backpack Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing" "has been updated to reflect the 8th edition
of the MLA Handbook(April 2016)." " " The 8th editionintroduces sweeping changes to thephilosophy and details of MLA
works cited entries. Responding to the increasing mobility of texts, MLA now encourages writers to focus on the process
of crafting the citation, beginning with the same questions for any source. These changes, then, align with current best
practices in the teaching of writing which privilege inquiry and critical thinking over rote recall and rule-following."
Cultivate a Love of Literature The smallest and most economical member of the Kennedy/Gioia family, " Backpack
Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing "is a brief paperback version of the discipline's most
popular Literature anthology. "" "Backpack Literature, Fifth Edition " introduces college students to the appreciation and
experience of literature in its major forms and develops the student s ability to think critically and communicate effectively
through writing. The book is built on the assumption that great literature can enrich and enlarge the lives it touches. Both
editors, literary writers themselves, believe that textbooks should be not only informative and accurate but also lively,
accessible, and engaging. "
North American short stories enhance pre-intermediate students' reading skills, language learning, and enjoyment of literature.
Discovering Fiction, An Introduction, has the same unit and chapter structure as the two higher level books, Discovering Fiction
Level 1 and Level 2. There are four units, each containing three stories that are related in terms of their theme; extensive
prereading and post-reading tasks accompany each story. Unlike the other two books, however, an audio CD containing a reading
of each story is packaged into each Student's Book.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books
a la Carte also offer a great value; this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable.
In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products.
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" " "For introductory courses in Literature. " " "Thisversionof " "Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Writing "
"has been updated to reflect the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook(April 2016)." " " The 8th editionintroduces sweeping changes to
thephilosophy and details of MLA works cited entries. Responding to the increasing mobility of texts, MLA now encourages writers
to focus on the process of crafting the citation, beginning with the same questions for any source. These changes, then, align with
current best practices in the teaching of writing which privilege inquiry and critical thinking over rote recall and rule-following." " "
Cultivate a Love of Literature X.J. Kennedy & Dana Gioia developed"" " "Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and
Writing " "with two major goals in mind: to introduce college students to the appreciation and experience of literature in its major
forms and to develop the student s ability to think critically and communicate effectively through writing. The book is built on the
assumption that great literature can enrich and enlarge the lives it touches. Both editors, literary writers themselves, believe that
textbooks should be not only informative and accurate but also lively, accessible, and engaging. "
LiteratureAn Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and WritingLongman Publishing Group
The study of contemporary fiction is a fascinating yet challenging one. Contemporary fiction has immediate relevance to popular
culture, the news, scholarly organizations, and education – where it is found on the syllabus in schools and universities – but it also
offers challenges. What is ‘contemporary’? How do we track cultural shifts and changes? The Routledge Companion to TwentyFirst Century Literary Fiction takes on this challenge, mapping key literary trends from the year 2000 onwards, as the landscape of
our century continues to take shape around us. A significant and central intervention into contemporary literature, this Companion
offers essential coverage of writers who have risen to prominence since then, such as Hari Kunzru, Jennifer Egan, David Mitchell,
Jonathan Lethem, Ali Smith, A. L. Kennedy, Hilary Mantel, Marilynne Robinson, and Colson Whitehead. Thirty-eight essays by
leading and emerging international scholars cover topics such as: • Identity, including race, sexuality, class, and religion in the
twenty-first century; • The impact of technology, terrorism, activism, and the global economy on the modern world and modern
literature; • The form and format of twenty-first century literary fiction, including analysis of established genres such as the
pastoral, graphic novels, and comedic writing, and how these have been adapted in recent years. Accessible to experts, students,
and general readers, The Routledge Companion to Twenty-First Century Literary Fiction provides a map of the critical issues
central to the discipline, as well as uncovering new perspectives and new directions for the development of the field. It is essential
reading for anyone interested in the past, present, and future of contemporary literature.
"Living Literature" focuses on literature as one part of a living, fluid conversation across cultures and time periods while
encouraging readers to explore and interact with the literature. Each feature in this innovative anthology accentuates the study of
literature as a continual dialogue, encouraging readers to explore, interact with, and respond to what they read. Organized by
genre, "LIVING LITERATURE" lends context to a vibrant collection of stories, poems, and plays by highlighting several "moments"
in which writers, painters, photographers, critics, filmmakers, and musicians all derive inspiration from one another. The book then
shows students how to add their own voices to that ongoing conversation, and how to go from being passive readers to active
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participants and critical thinkers. As author John Brereton writes in the book's preface, the "cultural conversation in thinking,
speaking, and writing about literature is a powerful means of participating in the world around us-of playing our parts as community
and world citizens." Literature enthusiasts looking for a new perspective.
A collection of poems arranged in such categories as poems that make you smile, send messages, or share feelings; poems that
contain "beats that repeat" or "word play"; and special kinds of poems such as limericks, songs, and haiku.
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